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stretch them out that way. This shows the power of God stretching out the

results of the -(8.00) He is reaching it out, and He is stretching

out the.curtaln. But the next was ... what is that next word? That is a very

interesting thing to put in hers. Do not withold, do not refrain. Now, our
sparca

English translation says, fear not, but I do not think that bear not makes much

sense for us today. Perhaps in the Old English that was absolutely clear...

but to us today is ... but do not wlthold! Do not refrain! In other words, God

is stretching out the knowledge of the work of Ghr ist in Isaiah 53. He is
'
bringing

it out. &t- Don't get scared. Don't you Ifold back. Don't you think tFa t you

cannot have the results. Stretch out and don't have your vision be small!

They are all ... they are not4/ there is no use of reaching out that. far. We

cannot do it. John lcnox took hold of the whole Scotland first. 97.00)

take the world... He wants us not to withhold, not to think in small

terms. Stretch out and think in large terms. And continue, please? Now,
cords

this. figure, this last figure caused your euise to be long, and make your
We

for all. That is a figure of a tent. He started with a. tent. It was a very
z where
beginning. / was the place of a tent was to be brought, and now he says,

make a long cord.. to hold up the tent. And there ... then he says, make it

strong,... then he says... make it strong.., that is ... there are evangelists...

who hold-that- are carrying out the first half of this wonderful ... they are making

long cords eeeg reaching out. Theya re drawing a tent. They are not i-ng

driv'ing the solidly, not making the firm , moving s that

it is lasting.., there are two aspects... they are SeachIng out. They are making

/tD7-7e ?--/:I
it firm. Not enough to bring the gos el... ep1
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